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Abstract 
 

The development of IT and related technologies made it possible to provide 

personalized lifestyle assessment to the general population by using online services and 

smartphones, which can have great impact on the health of the population. The MenuGene 

nutrition and lifestyle counseling expert system provides services for the logging of lifestyle-

related activities like food consumption, physical activities, measurement of some 

physiological data, medication. We give the user assessment based on the logged activities. 

This paper focuses on the formalization of rules in our expert system, which rules can be 

evaluated by algorithms and the result can be visualized to the user. Expert knowledge is 

formalized in our database in two parts: sets of foods and dishes, and rules, that match a pre-

defined pattern of sets and foods / dishes. Because conflicts can occur between the rules a 

simple conflict resolution algorithm has to be implemented. We implemented several 

hierarchies of sets to support the definition of rules, and a lifestyle assistant application for 

Android platform. The system may improve the quality of life of patients, especially for 

patients with chronic diseases. The rules can be used to make more detailed analysis of the 

logged activities. We are doing trials to evaluate the quality of our database and also the 

usability and precision of our application. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Nutrition and physical activity has severe impact on the probability of cardio-vascular 

and other chronic diseases, so bringing tailored advice to the general population can improve 

life expectancy and quality of life. One important part of nutrition and lifestyle counseling is 

the recording of lifestyle related activites like food consumption, physical activity, and 

medication. Our system, MenuGene nutrition and lifestyle counseling expert system supports 

the following tasks of dietary counseling: 

 Easy knowledge base maintenance 

 Meal plan generation 

 Logging of activities 

 Dietetic anamnesis which takes the most widespread diseases into account  

 Analysis based on the personal anamnesis 
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Computer-aided meal plan generation and analysis is a traditionally hard problem since 

it is characterized by a very large search space and hard-to-formalize expert dietary 

knowledge on the harmony assessment of a menu. Human experts probably build better meal 

plans than computers even now, although research on computerized methods has been 

ongoing since the 1960’s. In 1964 Balintfy developed a linear programming method for menu 

optimization [1], while Eckstein used random search to satisfy numerical nutrient constraints 

[2]. Later more advanced artificial intelligence methods were developed using Case-Based 

Reasoning (CBR) or Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR) or by combining the two methods with 

other techniques [3]. A web based system called DietPal has been built in Malaysia that 

models the workflow of dietetic experts in order to support their work [4]. There are solutions 

for parts of a nutrition counseling expert system, but so far there were no complete solutions 

published and validated. Our system implements all aspects of this area in a user friendly and 

effective way. 

 

2. Dietary Logging 
 

The workflow of dietary logging and analysis  can be seen on Fig. 1. 

 

 

Fig. 1. Workflow 

The logged activities are checked against the rules daily. Rules are related to meals, or 

set of meals, so the first step is to organized meals into sets. 

3. Set Model 

The sets are manually constructed and populated by our dietetician in order to be in line 

with recent professional recommendations and also support the easy construction of harmony 

rules. We now have a total of 1409 sets in several hierarchical structures or ontologies. Part of 

this set structure can be seen on the screenshot of our database handling GUI on Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. Part of the set hierarchy 

4. Rule Model 

We are developing a novel knowledge representation framework, which will be able to 

represent the rules dietitians use in assessing meals and menus. In our framework, we use the 

following concepts and notation for representing expert knowledge. 

concept: represents an entity in the menu plan. A concept can be a nutrient, an 

ingredient, a  foodstuff,  a dish, a meal, or a menu plan. 

aspect: the point of view of the assessment. Many aspects are exist when considering 

the assessment of dietary menu plans. Aspects are, for example: seasonality, price range, 

value per price, healthiness, color. 

quantity: we handle length, mass, time and volume based quantities. 

component: represents a concept with a corresponding quantity. For example, 1kg of 

tomato, 1dl of wine, one vegetarian meal. Components can have any number of 

subcomponents. For each subcomponent, its relation, role and time can be defined. 

relation: Identifies the relation of two components. 

role: identifies in which role a subcomponent is part of its container component 

time: the temporal dimension is used to record the scheduling of the menu plans. 

rule: With these concepts, we can define rules which allow for the assessment of 

menu plans. A rule is either for supervising the numerical content of the menu plan, or for 

the harmony of the various components making up the plan. Each rule has an aspect, and 

its rating modifies the assessment value belonging to that aspect. 

quantity rule: is a simple rule, which records minimum, optimum and maximum 

quantities for a given concept in a component (eg. meal). 

harmony rule: records a list of concepts which make up a combination. This 

combination is rated by the rule. The rating of the rule defines whether the rule is 
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decreasing or increasing the value of the component that has the combination of concepts 

the rule records. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Sample rule 
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